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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
APPLICATION FOR PROGRAM VALIDATION 
This proposal will be sent to MTCU for Approval for Funding      _X_Yes   _____ No 
 
 
 
1. College: Fanshawe College 
 
2. College contact person responsible for this proposal: 
    Name: Mark Hunter 
    Title: Interim Chair, School Of Public Safety 
    Telephone: 519-452-4430 ext 5043 
    Electronic mail: mhunter@fanshawec.ca 
 
3. Proposed Program Title: Foundations of Public Safety 
 
4. Proposed Credential: (please indicate below) 
     Local Board Approved Certificate  
    Ontario College Certificate X 
    Ontario College Diploma  
    Ontario College Advanced Diploma  
    Ontario College Graduate Certificate  
 
5. Proposed Program Outcomes: 
    Please complete and attach the two Program Maps (Appendix A - Form 1 and Form 2) 
 
6. Proposed Program Description: 
    Please complete and attach the Program Description Form (Appendix B) 
 
7. Proposed Program Curriculum: 
    Please complete and attach the Program Curriculum Form (Appendix C) 
 
8. Proposed Program Certification/Accreditation: 
    Please complete and attach the Regulatory Status  Form (Appendix D) 
 
9. Date of Submission: March 31st, 2014 
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10. Date of CVS Response:  April 25, 2014 
11. Validation Decision: 
    X Proposal Validated (APS Number: FANS 01308) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Signed on behalf of CVS:  Tim Klassen 
 
Send the completed form and required appendices to:  klassen@ocqas.org . For detailed information on how to complete the Application 
for Program Validation, please refer to the Application Instructions document. For any additional information contact: The Ontario College 
Quality Assurance Service, 20 Bay Street, Suite 1600, Toronto, ON M5J 2N8; or by telephone at (647) 258-7682.
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS 
(Vocational Program Outcomes & Essential Employability Skills Outcomes) 
 
Vocational Program Learning Outcomes: 
 
Form 1 (attached) is provided to assist you in mapping your proposed program vocational learning outcomes 
against existing vocational outcomes found in either Provincial Program Standards or in Provincial Program 
Descriptions. When completing this form, please be sure to include the MTCU code (where applicable) for 
the program category being referenced. 
 
Where there is a relevant Provincial Program Standard, the approved Vocational Learning Outcomes must 
appear in the first column, followed by your proposed program vocational learning outcomes.  
 
Where there are no Provincial Program Standards, the first column will contain program outcomes from the 
Provincial Program Description. Again, your proposed program vocational learning outcomes will be added in 
the middle column.  
 
NOTE: Both these types of documents can be obtained from staff at the CVS or at the Colleges Unit, 
MTCU. Electronic copies of the Program Descriptions can be found at 
http://caat.edu.gov.on.ca/HTMLpages/Programs while electronic copies of the Provincial Program 
Standards can be found at http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/general/progstan/index  
 
If there are no such programs in the province, this information will be provided in the left column. The 
proposed vocational program outcomes must be written in the middle column. 
 
The last column will contain a list of the relevant curriculum proposed in your program to address the 
outcome in a manner that ensures the graduate will have reliably demonstrated the required skill or ability. 
Course numbers or course codes, corresponding to those provided in your list of courses (Appendix C), are 
sufficient in this column. 
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Essential Employability Skills Outcomes: 
 
A mapping of the Essential Employability Skills (EES) will be done on Form 2 (attached).  
 
The instructions / requirements for this map are the same as for the Vocational Program Map. The first 
three columns contain the approved skill categories, the defining skills, and the EES learning outcomes. The 
last column will contain the proposed curriculum (as listed in Appendix C) that will ensure the meeting of 
these outcomes.
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
 
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS 
 
Form 1 - Vocational Program Outcomes 
 
 
PROVINCIAL PROGRAM 
STANDARD VOCATIONAL 
LEARNING OUTCOMES / 
PROVINCIAL PROGRAM 
DESCRIPTION OUTCOMES 
PROPOSED PROGRAM VOCATIONAL 
LEARNING OUTCOMES 
PROPOSED PROGRAM CURRICULUM 
(COURSE NAME & NUMBER) 
ADDRESSING THE OUTCOME (From 
Appendix C) 
 
43015 Emergency Services 
Foundations: most similar 
program VLO’s not compatible 
with Foundations of Public 
Safety VLO’s so not included 
here 
 
1. Develop an education and career plan within 
the range of field of public safety professions, 
including the preparation of resume and 
cover letter. 
 
PSYCH- #### Human Behaviour for 
Public Safety Services 
 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
 
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for 
Public Safety activities 
 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and 
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WHMIS for Emergency Environments 
 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: 
Legal 
 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: 
Legal System focus 
 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental 
Issues and Social Responsibility 
 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics 
and Legalities 
 
COMP- #### Computer Fundamentals 
 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
 
 
 
 
2. Identify major theoretical models associated 
with the study of human behaviour to explain 
their potential impact on public safety.  
 
PSYCH-#### Human Behaviour for Public 
Safety Services 
 
 XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
 
LAWS - #### Canadian Legal System: 
Public Safety Focus 
 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
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XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental 
Issues and Social Responsibility 
 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
 
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics 
and Legalities 
 
 3. Evaluate various aspects of the changing 
society and the impact of these changes on 
personal and social responsibility for citizens 
and public safety workers. 
 
PSYCH-#### Human Behaviour for Public 
Safety Services 
 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
 
LAWS - #### Canadian Legal System: 
Public Safety Focus 
 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
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LAWS– #### Canadian Government: 
Legal System focus 
 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental 
Issues and Social Responsibility 
 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
 
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics 
and Legalities 
 
 
 
4. Select and use relevant and appropriate 
terminology when communicating with other 
public safety providers. 
 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental 
Health 
 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
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XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: 
Legal 
 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental 
Issues and Social Responsibility 
 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics 
and Legalities 
 
 
 
 
5. Apply concepts from one of the following 
areas of scientific study (chemistry, anatomy, 
biology, ecology, climatology, computer 
science) showing relevance to a chosen field 
of public safety. 
 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental 
Health 
 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for 
Public Safety activities 
 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
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COMP – #### Computer Applications: 
Legal 
 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
 
 
 
6. Identify current policies, procedures and 
legislation in the Canada’s legal system as 
pertains to the field of Canadian Public 
Safety. 
 
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
 
LAWS - #### Canadian Legal System: 
Public Safety Focus 
 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental 
Health 
 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and 
WHMIS for Emergency Environments 
 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: 
Legal System focus 
 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental 
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Issues and Social Responsibility 
 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
 
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics 
and Legalities 
 
 
 
7. Compare and contrast the professional roles 
of a specific public safety stream. 
 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental 
Health 
 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for 
Public Safety activities 
 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
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HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and 
WHMIS for Emergency Environments 
 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: 
Legal 
 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: 
Legal System focus 
 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental 
Issues and Social Responsibility 
 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
 
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics 
and Legalities 
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
 
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS 
 
Form 2 - Essential Employability Skills Outcomes 
 
SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
COMMUNICATION Reading 
Writing 
Speaking  
Listening 
Presenting 
Visual Literacy 
1 communicate clearly, concisely, and 
correctly in the written, spoken, and visual 
form that fulfils the purpose and meets the 
needs of the audience 
PSYCH-#### Human Behaviour for Public 
Safety Services 
COMP- #### Computer Fundamentals 
 XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
LAWS - #### Canadian Legal System: 
Public Safety Focus 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public 
Safety activities 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
 
2 respond to written, spoken, or visual 
messages in a manner that ensures 
effective communication 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public 
Safety activities 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
 
 
NUMERACY Understanding and 
applying mathematical 
concepts and reasoning 
3 execute mathematical operations 
accurately 
COMP- #### Computer Fundamentals 
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
 
Analysing and using 
numerical data 
 
Conceptualizing 
 
 MATH– #### Practical Career Math 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
 
CRITICAL 
THINKING & 
PROBLEM 
SOLVING 
 
 
Analysing 
Synthesizing 
Evaluating 
Decision-making 
 
Creative and innovative 
thinking 
4 apply a systematic approach to solve 
problems 
 
 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
MATH– #### Practical Career Math 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public 
Safety activities 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
 
5 use a variety of thinking skills to anticipate 
and solve problems 
 
COMP- #### Computer Fundamentals 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
MATH– #### Practical Career Math 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public 
Safety activities 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
 
INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT 
Gathering and managing 
information 
Selecting and using 
appropriate tools and 
technology for a task or a 
project 
Computer literacy 
Internet skills 
6 locate, select, organize, and document 
information using appropriate technology 
and information systems 
 
COMP- #### Computer Fundamentals 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
7 analyse, evaluate, and apply relevant 
information from a variety of sources 
 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
 
INTERPERSONAL Team work 
Relationship 
management 
Conflict resolution 
Leadership 
Networking 
8 show respect for the diverse opinions, 
values, belief systems, and contributions of 
others 
PSYCH-#### Human Behaviour for Public 
Safety Services 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
LAWS - #### Canadian Legal System: 
Public Safety Focus 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public 
Safety activities 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
 
9 interact with others in groups or teams in 
ways that contribute to effective working 
relationships and the achievement of goals 
 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public 
Safety activities 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
 
PERSONAL 
 
Managing self 
Managing change and 
being flexible and 
adaptable 
 
Engaging in reflective 
practices 
Demonstrating personal 
responsibility 
 
10 manage the use of time and other 
resources to complete projects 
 
 
COMP- #### Computer Fundamentals 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies  
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
MATH– #### Practical Career Math 
LAWS - #### Canadian Legal System: 
Public Safety Focus 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public 
Safety activities 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
CHEM– #### Fundamental Chemistry 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
ANAT – #### Human Anatomy 
BIO – #### Human Biology 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
 
11 take responsibility for one’s own actions, 
decisions, and consequences 
 
PSYCH-#### Human Behaviour for Public 
Safety Services 
COMP- #### Computer Fundamentals 
XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
XXXX - #### Document Use in Public 
Safety 
XXXX - #### Ethics and Social 
Responsibility 
MATH– #### Practical Career Math 
LAWS - #### Canadian Legal System: 
Public Safety Focus 
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SKILL 
CATEGORIES 
DEFINING SKILLS 
Skill areas to be 
demonstrated by the 
graduates 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
OUTCOMES 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated 
the ability to: 
PROPOSED CURRICULUM (COURSE 
NAME & NUMBER) ADDRESSING THE 
OUTCOMES (From Appendix C) 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career 
Readiness 
XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
SOCI – 1012 Sociology 1 
XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: 
Justice, Protection and Policing 
XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
PSYC – 1008 Psychology 
PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public 
Safety activities 
HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS 
for Emergency Environments 
COMP – #### Computer Applications: Legal 
LAWS – #### Fundamentals of Legal 
Documentation 
LAWS– #### Canadian Government: Legal 
System focus 
BUS– 1068 Effective Meetings and 
Presentations 
XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues 
and Social Responsibility 
ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Ecology 
ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care  
XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and 
Legalities 
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
 
APPENDIX B - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
 
 
 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:  
 
 
The Foundations of Public Safety (FoPS) program is a one-year Ontario College 
Certificate which will provide a pathway for those students interested in pursuing a career 
in the field of public safety.  The FoPS program is delivered in two – 15 week semesters 
offering combined in-class, blended and online courses, and incorporating experiential 
learning.    
The program is designed to provide students with the opportunity to build a strong 
knowledge base in fundamental public safety skills relevant to, and in preparation for, their 
chosen public safety program. Skills in communication, human behaviour, law and ethics, 
physical fitness, sensitivity training and knowledge of specific public safety disciplines (e.g. 
emergency medical services, environmental health and safety) will prepare the student for 
entry level employment in public safety related fields or for future studies in public safety 
career programs. This certificate program’s focus is to instill an appreciation of the 
professional roles, responsibilities and academic requirements of public safety disciplines. 
In the program, students will develop skills and strategies they can use to master the 
challenges of postsecondary education and those found in the workplace. Students will 
also participate in self-assessments of aptitudes and skills, labour market assessments, 
job search techniques and strategies, and the writing of employment search 
correspondence and resumes.  The concept of professional portfolios will be introduced. 
In the first semester of the program, given the foundational nature of the program, the 
curriculum will focus on fundamental skills in areas such as strategies for college success, 
communications, practical math, computer basics, human behaviour and ethics.    In the 
second semester of this program, students will have the opportunity to stream into one of 
the 6 different School of Public Safety program areas namely:  1. Justice, Protection & 
Policing, 2. Fire, 3. Emergency Medical Services, 4. Legal, 5. Environmental Health and 
Safety, and 6. Animal Care, as determined by the student’s School of Public Safety 
(SoPS) diploma program goal. 
Students who successfully complete the program may receive additional consideration 
when applying for admission to public safety and other career programs. 
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VOCATIONAL PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
 
 
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to: 
 
 
1. Develop an education and career plan within the range of field of public 
safety professions, including the preparation of resume and cover letter. 
 
2. Identify major theoretical models associated with the study of human 
behaviour to explain their potential impact on public safety.  
 
3. Evaluate various aspects of the changing society and the impact of these 
changes on personal and social responsibility for citizens and public 
safety workers. 
 
4. Select and use relevant and appropriate terminology when 
communicating with other public safety providers. 
 
5. Apply concepts from one of the following areas of scientific study 
(chemistry, anatomy, biology, ecology, climatology, computer science) 
showing relevance to a chosen field of public safety. 
 
6. Identify current policies, procedures and legislation in the Canada’s legal 
system as pertains to the field of Canadian Public Safety. 
 
7. Compare and contrast the professional roles of a specific public safety 
stream. 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 
 
 
Admission Standards: 
Consultation:  Registrar’s Office. 
 
Ontario Secondary School Diploma with the majority of senior level courses at the College 
(C), University (U) or University/College (M) levels, OR Academic and Career Entrance 
Certificate (ACE) OR Ontario High School Equivalency Certificate (GED) OR Mature 
Applicant with appropriate preparation as determined by the College. 
 
 
English Language Requirements: 
Applicants whose first language is not English will be required to demonstrate proficiency in 
English by one of the following methods: 
 
 A Grade 12 College Stream or University Stream English credit from an Ontario 
Secondary School, or equivalent 
 Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) test with a minimum score of 550 for 
the paper-based test (PBT) 213 for the computer-based test (CBT), and 79 for the 
Internet-based test (iBT), with test results within the last two years 
 International English Language Testing System (IELTS) test with an overall score of 
6.0 with no score less than 5.5 in any of the four bands, with test results within the last 
two years 
 An English Language Evaluation (ELE) at Fanshawe College with a minimum score of 
70% in all sections of the test, with test results within the last two years 
 
Note: This is in alignment with Human Services Foundations, Pre-Health and Police 
Foundations (and Fine Art Foundation which is the common requirement standard for the 
College for foundations programs). 
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
 
APPENDIX C - PROGRAM CURRICULUM 
Foundations of Public Safety 
 
 
Semester 
 
Course Code* 
 
Course Title (and brief course description) 
1 PSYCH - #### Human Behaviour for Public Safety Services 
Human behaviour and its understanding play a vital role in dealing 
with the public and in providing safety services effectively.  This 
course offers students insight into a variety of human behaviours 
and related situations namely; people’s response to crisis, triage, 
stress in an emergency situation, fight or flight response, pain 
deflection and shock, own behaviour self-awareness as public 
safety provider. 
1 COMP - #### Computer Fundamentals 
To be effective in both college courses and employment, computer 
and software application skills are essential.  Introductory computer 
concepts included in this course are file management, internet 
searches and sites, Microsoft Suite:  Word, Excel, Power point, 
email use, editing of work, typing skill test (wpm). 
1 XXXX - #### Student Success Strategies 
College readiness and career fundamental skills and strategies are 
the focus of this course.  Students will develop their research skills 
in order to identify and select the stream of public safety they will 
pursue in Level 2 of this program. They will also be exposed to 
self-assessments of aptitudes, emotional self-awareness and 
social-skills, goal setting, time management, note-taking, test 
preparation strategies and managing college life.  
1 XXXX - #### Document Use in Public Safety  
The focus of this course is on documents used in Public Safety.   
Document use requires the user to find and use the information 
that they need and to be able to then construct information 
presentation as required namely graphs, maps, images, schedules, 
schematics, labels, lists forms and tables. Specific skills required in 
effect information presentation include correct grammar, spelling, 
sentence structure and punctuation.  The student will be required 
to complete public safety documents, use critical analysis and 
understanding of what goes where, present the information as 
required and appreciate the legal aspect of PS documents.  
Opportunity to write the WRIT test upon completion of this course 
will be available. 
1 XXXX - #### Ethics and Social Responsibility 
This course addresses the ethical implications of working in the 
field of public safety and social responsibility of such employment.  
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Ethical decision-making models and principles will be discussed so 
as to offer support to students in identifying and responding to 
ethical issues in their personal and professional lives.  The public 
service culture, ethical fundamentals, social responsibilities and 
effects of volunteerism will be explored through student 
participation in volunteering.  
1 LAWS - #### Canadian Legal System: Public Safety Focus 
This course will provide an overview of the Canadian legal system 
with focus on Public Safety.  Legislation and its application to 
public safety will be explored through presentation of how laws are 
created, federal and provincial legislation, criminal versus civil 
legislation, the Public Safety Act and the legal systems that are in 
place to protect the safety of members of the public.   Specific 
public safety field legislations will be addressed e.g. cyber safety, 
animal research legislation. 
1 MATH - #### Practical Career Math 
Building a sound foundation in math is important for both college 
and career success.  This course will support the student’s growth 
in practical math skills with focus on career specific applications.  
The use of career related word problems throughout the course will 
serve to demonstrate math application in the field of public safety. 
   
2  
mandatory 
XXXX - #### Public Safety Career Readiness  
Job search skills and documents including a resume, cover letter 
and career portfolio with focus on a specific field of public safety 
will be completed.   Practical career readiness skills developed in 
this course will include cold calls, speaking and presentation skills, 
interview skills, dressing and dining skills.  Students will 
demonstrate proficiency in group dynamics, akin to a team in the 
Public Safety workforce, when tasked with case studies, 
presentations and scenarios. 
**students will also take one of the following streams to complete semester 2 courses 
Stream 1 – Justice, Protection, Policing 
2 XXXX - #### Addictions and Mental Health 
Mental health issues are found throughout all society regardless of 
age, education, salary or position.  As such, those working with the 
general public in public safety environments must be 
knowledgeable and compassionate towards both mental health 
issues and resulting problematic substance use including 
addictions.  This course will offer insight into the field of mental 
health, the mental illness and disorders realm with identification of 
the signs, symptoms and appropriate responses. 
2 SOCI - 1012 Sociology 1 
The purpose of this course is to familiarize the student with the 
sociological perspective and how it explains various forms of 
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societal behaviour.  In addition, the course is designed to enable 
the student to objectively criticize and analyse various social 
structures and social processes from a sociological point of view. 
2 XXXX - #### Application and Analysis: Justice, Protection and Policing 
The Canadian Criminal Justice System will be the foundational 
knowledge explored in this course with focus on history, function, 
role and structure.  Case study and experiential learning will be 
used to facilitate application and analysis of current issues in 
justice, protection and policing. 
2 XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
The awareness of our own self and our own prejudices is essential 
before being able to offer sensitivity to others in the general public.  
This course provides self-awareness opportunity through 
personality assessment and self-reflection.  Sensitivity training will 
occur through awareness of diversity education, cultural 
differences, language barriers and interpretations, gender and 
sexual orientation, religious practices, Canadian Human Rights 
legislation. 
2 PSYC-1003 Psychology 
Have you ever wondered why you or someone else behaves in a 
particular way?  If so, then welcome to Introductory Psychology! 
Psychology is the study of who we are and why we do what we do: 
our thoughts, feelings, and behaviours.   
2 XXXX - #### Physical Readiness for Public Safety Activities 
Public safety activities require not only physical fitness but also the 
knowledge of health and wellness.  This course will offer why 
health and wellness is vital in the field of public safety in addition to 
developing the student’s own physical fitness.  Shift work and the 
effects on health will be discussed, scenarios and physical 
requirements will be explored, CPR and First Aid training and 
certification will be completed.  Physical fitness workouts are a 
mandatory element of this course as per the field requirements. 
Stream 2 – Fire 
2 PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public Safety Activities 
Public safety activities require not only physical fitness but also the 
knowledge of health and wellness.  This course will offer why 
health and wellness is vital in the field of public safety in addition to 
developing the student’s own physical fitness.  Shift work and the 
effects on health will be discussed, scenarios and physical 
requirements will be explored, CPR and First Aid training and 
certification will be completed.  Physical fitness workouts are a 
mandatory element of this course as per the field requirements 
2 CHEM - #### 
 
 
Fundamental Chemistry 
This course is designed to introduce the student to inorganic and 
organic chemistry.  Areas of study include atomic structure, 
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chemical bonding, nomenclature, equations, molarity, redox 
reactions, acids and bases, water analysis and biochemistry.  Field 
appropriate examples will be used to link chemistry’s function to 
the field of public safety. 
2 ANAT – 1002 
 
 
 
 
Human Anatomy 
This course introduces normal structure and function of the human 
body systems.  The course offers an introduction to anatomical 
terminology, body regions and planes, homeostasis and tissues.  
Emphasis is placed on the understanding of the gross anatomy of 
the integumentary, skeletal, muscular and nervous system. 
2 XXXX - #### 
 
 
 
Sensitivity Training 
The awareness of our own self and our own prejudices is essential 
before being able to offer sensitivity to others in the general public.  
This course provides self-awareness opportunity through 
personality assessment and self-reflection.  Sensitivity training will 
occur through awareness of diversity education, cultural 
differences, language barriers and interpretations, gender and 
sexual orientation, religious practices, Canadian Human Rights 
legislation 
2 PSYC - 1008  
 
 
Psychology 
Have you ever wondered why you or someone else behaves in a 
particular way?  If so, then welcome to Introductory Psychology! 
Psychology is the study of who we are and why we do what we do: 
our thoughts, feelings, and behaviours.   
2 HLTH – ####  Workplace Safety and WHMIS for Emergency Environments 
This course offers assessment of hazards in emergency 
environments, the measures that need to be taken to avoid 
accidents and injuries, and the awareness of self-safety when 
encountering compromised environments.  WHMIS training will be 
completed. 
Stream 3 – EMS 
2 BIO – #### Human Biology 
This course will offer an introduction to biological molecules, cell 
structure, function and replication.  Genetic traits, inheritance and 
evolution will be examined as will infectious organisms and health 
precautions.  Systems of the body will be learned namely the 
respiratory, cardiovascular, articular, endocrine, lymphatic and 
digestive systems. 
2 CHEM– ####  Fundamental Chemistry 
This course is designed to introduce the student to inorganic and 
organic chemistry.  Areas of study include atomic structure, 
chemical bonding, nomenclature, equations, molarity, redox 
reactions, acids and bases, water analysis and biochemistry.  Field 
appropriate examples will be used to link chemistry’s function to 
the field of public safety. 
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2 ANAT– ####  Human Anatomy 
This course introduces normal structure and function of the human 
body systems.  The course offers an introduction to anatomical 
terminology, body regions and planes, homeostasis and tissues.  
Emphasis is placed on the understanding of the gross anatomy of 
the integumentary, skeletal, muscular and nervous system. 
2 XXXX - ####  Sensitivity Training 
The awareness of our own self and our own prejudices is essential 
before being able to offer sensitivity to others.  This course 
provides self-awareness opportunity through personality 
assessment and self-reflection.  Sensitivity training will occur 
through awareness of diversity education, cultural differences, 
language barriers and interpretations, gender and sexual 
orientation, religious practices, Canadian Human Rights legislation 
2 PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public Safety Activities 
Public safety activities require not only physical fitness but also the 
knowledge of health and wellness.  This course will offer why 
health and wellness is vital in the field of public safety in addition to 
developing the student’s own physical fitness.  Shift work and the 
effects on health will be discussed, scenarios and physical 
requirements will be explored, CPR and First Aid training and 
certification will be completed.  Physical fitness workouts are a 
mandatory element of this course as per the field requirements 
2 SOCI - 1012 Sociology 1 
The purpose of this course is to familiarize the student with the 
sociological perspective and how it explains various forms of 
societal behaviour.  In addition, the course is designed to enable 
the student to objectively criticize and analyse various social 
structures and social processes from a sociological point of view. 
Stream 4 – Legal 
2 COMP – ####  
 
Computer Applications: Legal 
Computer applications as pertain to legal work will be introduced in 
this course. The skills, applications and software that the student 
will demonstrate proficiency in are: Microsoft Suite: Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, Outlook, OneNote, virtual library research, printing 
(printer use skills – e-filing, scanning, sending complex docs to 
printer), formatting documents in Word and Excel, schedule 
meetings using Outlook, typing skills in Word and wpm count, 
scribing / minute taking in Word, legal letter, memo drafting and 
legal transcription. 
2 LAWS – #### 
 
 
Fundamentals of Legal Documentation 
Documentation in the legal world is of paramount importance.  This 
course will serve to introduce the student to the fundamentals of 
legal document use through: Formatting appropriate to legal 
documents, Citations – Legal (McGill Guide), MLA and APA, 
Legal Materials - Statutes, Cases, Regulations, Secondary 
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Sources, Basic legal research concepts and skills necessary in 
the creation of certain documents, Legal terminology, Creation of 
documents from scratch, Appropriate document layout for legal 
versus other formats e.g. Medical, Tracking – Review and 
Citation functions in Microsoft Word, and creation of Table of 
Contents. 
2 LAWS– #### 
 
 
Canadian Government: Legal System focus 
This course will take a detailed look at the Canadian Legal System.  
Focus will be on the history of Canadian law, Canadian 
Constitution, rights and freedoms in Canada, the judicial structure, 
civil and criminal cases, the many courts and their differing levels / 
jurisdictions. 
2 BUS– 1068 
 
 
Effective Meetings and Presentations 
Students will gain confidence in the use of their presentation skills 
in individual and group settings.  Students will develop competence 
in the use of Power Point for presentations as well as knowledge 
for professional protocol and meeting minute taking in meetings. 
2 PSYC- 1008  
 
Psychology 
Have you ever wondered why you or someone else behaves in a 
particular way?  If so, then welcome to Introductory Psychology! 
Psychology is the study of who we are and why we do what we do: 
our thoughts, feelings, and behaviours.   
2 XXXX - #### Sensitivity Training 
The awareness of our own self and our own prejudices is essential 
before being able to offer sensitivity to others in the general public.  
This course provides self-awareness opportunity through 
personality assessment and self-reflection.  Sensitivity training will 
occur through awareness of diversity education, cultural 
differences, language barriers and interpretations, gender and 
sexual orientation, religious practices, Canadian Human Rights 
legislation 
Stream 5 – Environmental Health and Safety 
2 XXXX - #### Current Environmental Issues and Social Responsibility 
Environmental issues are a hot topic, particularly when social 
responsibility it layered into the conversation.  This course will take 
a close look at current environmental issues, the causes, the 
effects and the question of where responsibility lies with these 
issues. 
2 CHEM–####  Fundamental Chemistry 
This course is designed to introduce the student to inorganic and 
organic chemistry.  Areas of study include atomic structure, 
chemical bonding, nomenclature, equations, molarity, redox 
reactions, acids and bases, water analysis and biochemistry.  Field 
appropriate examples will be used to link chemistry’s function to 
the field of public safety. 
2 ENVR – #### Greening and Sustainability 
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The history of the greening movement and the reasons for why 
sustainability is invaluable to people, countries and our planet will 
be discussed.  The methods for making our workplaces, homes, 
school, communities and country more energy efficient, green and 
sustainable will be explored.   
 
2 ENVR– #### Fundamental Ecology 
To effectively work to promote environmental health, ecology must 
be understood.  Interactions between individual organisms and the 
environments they inhabit will be presented in this course as 
pertain to population, community and ecosystem ecology.  
2 ENVR – #### Fundamental Climatology 
The variety of Earth’s climates and climatological conditions will be 
presented in this course.  Analysis of climate variation: historic and 
present day, the causes and impacting effects of variation and 
human impact are explored. 
2 HLTH – #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS for Emergency Environments 
This course offers assessment of hazards in emergency 
environments, the measures that need to be taken to avoid 
accidents and injuries, and the awareness of self-safety when 
encountering compromised environments.  WHMIS training will be 
completed. 
Stream 6 – Animal Care 
2 XXXX - #### Introduction to Animal Care 
When working with animals in a care environment there are many 
aspects that must be considered and that one must be aware of.  
This course will expose the student at an introductory level to 
animal handling, physical care, nutrition, abuse, perceptions, 
animal rights, working animals versus pets, and compassionate 
care. 
2 XXXX - #### Pets and Society 
Societal interpretations of what makes and animal a pet will be 
examined. Areas to be covered include: emotional attachment, pet 
therapy (PTST etc.), the aging pet, use of extraordinary measures, 
advanced pet care and facilities, attitudes towards pets now versus 
in the past and pet health insurance.  
2 ANAT– #### Human Anatomy 
This course introduces normal structure and function of the human 
body systems.  The course offers an introduction to anatomical 
terminology, body regions and planes, homeostasis and tissues.  
Emphasis is placed on the understanding of the gross anatomy of 
the integumentary, skeletal, muscular and nervous system. 
 
Note: this course will serve as the basis for reference for all animal 
studies in animal care studies. 
2 LAWS – #### Animal Research Ethics and Legalities 
Animal research plays a vital role in understanding of health, 
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improvement of health and combating of disease and illness.  
While this research is of utmost value, there are ethic and 
legislations that must be adhered to such that animals are not 
subjected to inhumane practices.  This course will look at the 
research ethics and legislations for Canada and Internationally. 
2 PHRE - #### Physical Readiness for Public Safety Activities 
Public safety activities require not only physical fitness but also the 
knowledge of health and wellness.  This course will offer why 
health and wellness is vital in the field of public safety in addition to 
developing the student’s own physical fitness.  Shift work and the 
effects on health will be discussed, scenarios and physical 
requirements will be explored, CPR and First Aid training and 
certification will be completed.  Physical fitness workouts are a 
mandatory element of this course as per the field requirements. 
2 HLTH - #### Workplace Safety and WHMIS for Emergency Environments 
This course offers assessment of hazards in emergency 
environments, the measures that need to be taken to avoid 
accidents and injuries, and the awareness of self-safety when 
encountering compromised environments.  WHMIS training will be 
completed. 
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE 
APPENDIX D – REGULATORY STATUS FORM  
 
MANDATORY REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 
Where licensing or certification is required by legislation for entry to practice in the profession or trade, the Ministry 
of Training, Colleges and Universities requires that colleges ensure that their programs will meet the requirements of 
the regulatory body in order to be approved for funding. 
 
   There is a legislative requirement that program graduates must be certified or licensed by a regulatory 
authority to practice or work in the occupation.   
 
      Name of regulatory authority___________________________ 
 
    (A*)  The program has been accredited or approved by the regulatory authority or its     identified third 
party?  
 
 OR 
 
    (B*)  The college is working toward accreditation with the regulatory authority. 
          
         Status of application and expected date of achievement_______________ 
 
    (C*)  If the regulatory authority does not accredit educational programs directly or by an identified third 
party, has it formally acknowledged (e.g. in its published or legislated registration requirements) that 
the program graduates will be eligible to write any required certifying or registration exam or that the 
program is otherwise recognized for the purposes of certifying or registering a graduate?  
 
 
 
*Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the regulatory authority to support (a) or (b) 
or (c) above. 
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VOLUNTARY REQUIREMENTS 
 
Colleges may choose to have a program accredited or recognized by a voluntary membership organization or 
association. Graduate eligibility for association recognition or adherence to standards imposed by the body is not a 
requirement for program funding approval by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities. 
 
Recognition of the program by a voluntary professional body:  
 
 Is being sought:  Name of professional body: ___________________________________ 
 
             The college is working toward recognition. 
                 Status of application and expected date of achievement: ______________________ 
 
        Recognition has been received. 
       Type of recognition (e.g. accreditation, graduates eligible to write membership exams, 
etc.):________________________________________________________ 
 
 Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the voluntary association that recognition has 
been received. 
 
   Recognition is not being sought (please note there may be titling implications for programs that are not 
compliant in an area where other existing programs are). 
 
 
